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Thermoreflectance investigation of the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases of Cr

Abstract
Thermoreflectance measurements have been performed on Cr single crystals at several temperatures above and below the Néel temperature. We observe dramatic changes induced by the magnetic phase transition. In contrast, static optical data fail to show appreciable differences in the (0.5-5.0)-eV photon-energy range. Magnetic ordering gives rise to the disappearance of transitions involving specific regions of the Fermi surface. New critical-point absorptions appear at the boundaries of the new Brillouin zone in antiferromagnetic Cr. Most of the observed experimental features have been identified by comparison with recent band-structure calculations.
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Thermoreflectance measurements have been performed on Cr single crystals at several temperatures above and below the Néel temperature. We observe dramatic changes induced by the magnetic phase transition. In contrast, static optical data fail to show appreciable differences in the (0.5—5.0)-eV photon-energy range. Magnetic ordering gives rise to the disappearance of transitions involving specific regions of the Fermi surface. New critical-point absorptions appear at the boundaries of the new Brillouin zone in antiferromagnetic Cr. Most of the observed experimental features have been identified by comparison with recent band-structure calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chromium has been studied intensively since it was suggested that its ground state below the Néel temperature ($T_N = 312$ K) contains a spin-density wave.\textsuperscript{1–13} Neutron-diffracion measurements have shown that the antiferromagnetic spin arrangement does not have exactly twice the periodicity of the lattice, which is expected for a simple antiferromagnetic array of magnetic moments on lattice sites.\textsuperscript{14} The difference between the magnetic moment and the lattice periodicities depends on temperature, and it can be altered by alloying. The commensurate antiferromagnetic structure is stabilized by the addition of about 1% Mn to Cr.\textsuperscript{15} The ground state of antiferromagnetic pure Cr is, however, very close to that of the commensurate phase found in alloys. Band structures have been calculated for both paramagnetic Cr (Refs. 5, 11, and 16—21) and (hypothetical) commensurate antiferromagnetic Cr (Refs. 5, 22, and 23). In the following discussion we refer to this hypothetical state when referring to antiferromagnetic Cr.\textsuperscript{24}

The magnetic phase transition produces energy gaps at the Fermi level at certain points in the Cr paramagnetic Brillouin zone (BZ) due to band hybridization.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, the bcc BZ for Cr in the paramagnetic state must be replaced in the antiferromagnetic state by a new zone which is simple cubic.\textsuperscript{25}

Infrared-absorption measumements demonstrated the formation of gaps in the band structure.\textsuperscript{6–9} Transitions across the gaps are electric dipole allowed and they give rise to easily detected absorption peaks. In incommensurate pure Cr such a gap occurs at about 0.13 eV, while in dilute Cr-based commensurate antiferromagnetic alloys the gap is at 0.4 eV. This difference is understood, and the gap referred to is the gap caused by the exchange potential of the spin-density wave.\textsuperscript{12} Later measurements\textsuperscript{10} showed that there was a second infrared-absorption peak in antiferromagnetic pure Cr which followed the temperature dependence of the spin-density-wave magnitude. It was ascribed to an indirect transition across a double gap, similar to the gap occurring in commensurate Cr alloys. At higher energies there is a region of strong interband optical absorption. At such energies, of the order of 1 eV, absorption across the gaps caused by the ordering does not occur, for the gaps are too small, but transitions do occur whose initial or final states, but not both, may be shifted upon the formation of a gap produced by magnetic ordering. Because of the overlapping interband transitions, some of which are not expected to be influenced by magnetic ordering, the effect of ordering upon these transitions is difficult to study in static optical measurements, and no such effects were seen.\textsuperscript{8} Thermomodulation spectroscopy is uniquely suited for studying such effects. It greatly enhances contributions from optical tran-
sitions to and from the Fermi surface. Moreover, it is especially suitable for detecting new critical points which may occur at the boundaries of the antiferromagnetic BZ. We show that this is indeed the case, and we report below a study on the temperature dependence of the interband transitions not previously studied. (Angle-resolved photoemission is used frequently in the study of the electronic structure of solids, but there has been to date only one application to Cr. The (110) direction in the Brillouin zone was studied, and some effects of magnetic ordering were observed. The results were generally consistent with the band structure calculated by Asano and Yamashita, but a detailed "experimental" band structure was not determined. The photoemission results were consistent with what we report below, but a direct comparison cannot be made.)

We present here a thermoreflectance investigation of the antiferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transition in Cr single crystals. Measurements taken in the (0.5–5.0)-eV photon-energy range, above and below the Neél temperature, reveal dramatic modifications of the optical spectrum with magnetic ordering. The changes are directly related to the destruction of portions of the Fermi surface and this allowed us to identify unambiguously specific regions in k space which account for major contributions to the optical absorption. Furthermore, we were able to relate several Cr-absorption features to transitions at specific critical points in the antiferromagnetic BZ. An M1 and several M2 critical points were found to disappear in the paramagnetic phase. The results of recent band-structure calculations were compared with theoretical thermoreflectance line shapes obtained with a simplified analytical model and the remarkably good agreement with experiment substantiates our identifications.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The sample was a thin single-crystal slab (2 x 3 x 0.2 mm) cut with a low-speed diamond saw and polished with abrasives. Mechanical damage was removed by electropolishing with 6% perchloric acid in methanol at dry-ice temperature. The sample was then mounted with a very thin layer of diluted Duco cement onto the heater which in turn was held on the cold tip of a cryostat.

The temperature modulation was obtained by passing a unipolar current wave through the heater. The measurements at low temperature were done with the use of a highly efficient modulation arrangement extensively tested and liquid nitrogen as a refrigerant in the cryostat. The heater in this case was a metal film evaporated on a thin sapphire substrate. The power dissipated in the heater increased the average temperature of the sample to about 190 K (as measured with a differential thermocouple on a mock sample in a separate run).

The measurements at, or above, room temperature were done with the use of a thin silicon slab as a heater and the cryostat was cooled with circulating water. This modulation arrangement is sturdier but less efficient: The peak-to-peak temperature oscillation of the sample was estimated to be ~1 K with a power dissipation of 5 W at 1 Hz.

The ac thermal excursion of the samples scales all spectra and results in arbitrary amplitudes, different for each sample mounting and for different heatsink temperatures. This is not important, however, for we consider only the shape of the spectra.

The relative temperature-induced change in the reflectance ΔR/R was measured through digital integration of the lock-in amplifier output at each photon energy. Integration times up to several hundred seconds for high-temperature measurements and of 20–30 sec at low temperature were necessary to reduce the statistical uncertainty below 3% over the whole energy range. The high-energy region (3.8–5.0 eV) of the spectrum carries a higher statistical uncertainty (10%). Details of the experimental heater, electronics, and data handling have been described elsewhere.

III. DATA OVERVIEW

The thermoreflectance spectra of Cr single crystals taken at several different temperatures (T = 325, 303, and 192 K) are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, Fig. 1 also shows the thermoreflectance spectrum of a Cr film at 80 K taken from Ref. 36.

The structures around 1 eV change appreciably with temperature while those around 2 eV have a less dramatic, but constant, evolution. All the other higher-energy structures are quite unaffected by the temperature change. We observe that on going from the paramagnetic to the antiferromagnetic phase the modification is not abrupt with temperature but is completed at 192 K. The spectrum taken at 325 K is very similar, but not identical, to the spectrum for evaporated Cr films, which are probably representative of the paramagnetic state, as we will discuss in the following sections. As can be seen, the structures around 2.25 eV become less evident at 325 K and seem to disappear only in the Cr-film data.

Thermoreflectance spectra are difficult to interpret by themselves, for they contain structures influenced by both the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function and its temperature-induced change Δε with specific interband transitions. Thus the ΔR/R spectra have been Kramers-Kronig (KK)
analyzed in order to obtain the temperature-induced change in the phase shift of the reflected electric field. This analysis requires an extrapolation of the $\Delta R/R$ data to zero and infinite energies, but for derivative spectra such as ours the results of KK analysis are not very sensitive to these extrapolations.\textsuperscript{38} The computation of $\Delta \varepsilon$ also requires values of the dielectric function $\varepsilon$, which were obtained from Ref. 9. The use of low-temperature static $\varepsilon$ data for the analysis of modulated spectra at different temperatures is justified since $\varepsilon$ shows very little temperature dependence.\textsuperscript{39}

Figure 2 shows $\Delta \varepsilon_1$ spectra of Cr at 192 and 325 K. Also shown for comparison is the $\Delta \varepsilon_1$ spectrum for a Cr film, calculated from the data of Ref. 36. Figure 3 shows the corresponding $\Delta \varepsilon_2$ spectra. Again, the low-energy part of the spectra shows dramatic differences on changing the magnetic ordering, while the higher-energy range (above 2.7 eV) is relatively unaffected.

IV. CHROMIUM ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

Recently, a complete self-consistent band-structure calculation for the hypothetical commensurate antiferromagnetic phase of Cr has been calculated by Skriver.\textsuperscript{23} We will interpret our low-temperature data with this band structure,\textsuperscript{24} shown in Fig. 4. Several calculations exist for paramagnetic Cr.\textsuperscript{5,11,16–21} In Fig. 5 we show results taken from Ref. 31. The paramagnetic bcc BZ is shown in Fig. 6 (heavy solid lines) together with the CsCl BZ of commensurate antiferromagnetic Cr (thin solid lines). The irreducible parts of the BZ are also sketched (dotted and dashed lines, respectively) in Fig. 6.

In the superlattice of the CsCl structure the eigenspace $\{ \overline{K} \}$ consists of the eigenspace of $\{ \overline{K} \}$ and of
TABLE I. Possible candidates for the interband transitions involving the Fermi surface observed at 0.9, 1.4, and 1.6 eV in antiferromagnetic Cr (see sketch in Fig. 9). These are derived from the band diagram of Fig. 4 through selection-rule and joint-density-of-states arguments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Optical transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>( \Sigma_4 \rightarrow \Sigma_1, \Sigma_1 \rightarrow \Sigma_3, \Sigma_4 \rightarrow \Sigma_1, )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( S_4 \rightarrow S_1, T_3 \rightarrow T_1, T_1 \rightarrow T_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>( \Sigma_4 \rightarrow \Sigma_1, \Sigma_1 \rightarrow \Sigma_3, T_3 \rightarrow T_1, S_3 \rightarrow S_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>( \Sigma_1 \rightarrow \Sigma_4, \Sigma_1 \rightarrow \Sigma_3, T_5 \rightarrow T_1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the paramagnetic state into the simple cubic BZ. This procedure is quite useful for understanding the origin of the energy levels in the antiferromagnetic band structure. By comparing Figs. 4 and 7 it appears that upon turning on the antiferromagnetic interaction, new gaps open at the surface of the new BZ and accidental degeneracies are removed through the opening of energy gaps along the \( \Lambda \) and \( \Sigma \) axes (near the Fermi surface). Figure 7 also indicates that several energy levels are largely unaffected by the phase transition, which accounts for the similarities of the density of states\(^{3,31} \) and static optical spectra of antiferromagnetic\(^9 \) and paramagnetic Cr.\(^{40} \)

Figure 8 [panels (a) and (b)] shows all the allowed critical-point transitions at high-symmetry points which should occur in antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic Cr. The same figure [panels (c) and (d)] also shows the most important\(^{41} \) Fermi-surface interband transitions which should be affected by magnetic ordering (along the \( \Delta \), \( G \), and \( \Lambda \) symmetry lines). The arrows indicate Fermi-surface and critical-point transitions determined experimentally (see following paragraphs).

V. DISCUSSION

A. The antiferromagnetic phase

The \( \Delta \varepsilon_2 \) spectrum of antiferromagnetic Cr in Fig. 3 exhibits three sharp structures in the \( (0.5-1.8) \)-eV

---

**TABLE II.** Fitting parameters used in the analytical fitting of the \( \Delta R/R \) spectrum of antiferromagnetic Cr at 192 K (see Fig. 11). The energy location of the critical points is reliable to within ±0.01 eV and the broadening parameters to within ±3%. \( W \) is a phenomenological weight parameter proportional to \( J(\Gamma)^{-1/2} |M|^2 |\Delta E_0| \), where \( J \) is a topological factor, \( \Delta E_0 \) is the temperature-induced variation of the energy gap, and \( M \) is the transition matrix element. Not too much physical significance, however, should be attached to this parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical point</th>
<th>( M_1 )</th>
<th>( M_2 )</th>
<th>( M_3 )</th>
<th>( M_6 )</th>
<th>( M_2 )</th>
<th>( M_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset ( E_0 ) (eV)</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadening ( \Gamma ) (eV)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight ( W ) (eV²)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 3.** Modulation \( \Delta \varepsilon_2 \) of the imaginary part of the dielectric function \( \varepsilon=\varepsilon_1+i\varepsilon_2 \) for Cr. From top: bulk sample at \( T=192 \) K; bulk sample at 325 K. Lowest curve: Cr film at 80 K. The spectra were obtained from Kramers-Kronig analysis of the \( \Delta R/R \) data of Fig. 1 and Ref. 36. Low-temperature static \( \varepsilon \) data from Ref. 9 were used for the analysis in all cases since \( \varepsilon \) shows very little temperature dependence (Ref. 39).
FIG. 4. Self-consistent band structure for the hypothetical commensurate antiferromagnetic phase of Cr, as calculated by Skriver (Ref. 23). No calculations are available for the incommensurate real antiferromagnetic state of Cr. Our low-temperature optical data have been interpreted within Skriver's calculations.

FIG. 5. Self-consistent band structure for paramagnetic Cr as calculated by Laurent et al. (Ref. 31). Our high-temperature optical data have been interpreted with the help of these calculations.
FIG. 6. bcc Brillouin zone (heavy solid lines) of paramagnetic Cr. The CsCl Brillouin zone of the hypothetical commensurate antiferromagnetic phase of Cr is shown for comparison (thin solid lines). The irreducible parts of both Brillouin zones are also sketched (dotted and dashed lines, respectively).

FIG. 7. Qualitative picture of the band structure for commensurate antiferromagnetic Cr. The structure was obtained folding back the bands of the paramagnetic state (Fig. 5) in the simple cubic Brillouin zone. This procedure is useful for understanding the origin of the energy levels in the antiferromagnetic band structure. While several energy levels are largely unaffected by the phase transition, turning on the antiferromagnetic interaction opens new gaps at the surface of the new Brillouin zone and accidental degeneracies are removed through the opening of gaps along $\Lambda$ and $\Sigma$ near the Fermi surface.

photon-energy range. We interpret these structures as deriving from optical transitions involving the Fermi surface. Qualitatively, a Fermi-surface transition shows a relatively sharp\(^2\)\(^2\) derivativelike line shape.\(^2\)^\(^7\)^\(^3\) The energy of the onset of the transition corresponds to the zero-crossing energy of the derivative $\Delta\epsilon_2$ line shape and to an absolute minimum in the corresponding $\Delta\epsilon_1$ line shape. Characteristically, $\Delta R/R$ also has a derivativelike lineshape where the onset is located in the neighborhood of the positive maximum. All these conditions are verified in the experimental spectra. As an example we show, in Fig. 9, a tentative decomposition of the three contributions to $\Delta\epsilon_2$. According to the sketch, the transitions are located at about 0.9, 1.4, and 1.6 eV and appear on a rapidly decreasing background (mainly determined by the free-electron contribution).

Several possible candidates exist for the observed Fermi-surface transitions. We expect important contributions\(^4\)^\(^1\) from transitions along $\Lambda$, $\Sigma$, $T$, and $P$ (see Table I). All these contributions are not affected by the magnetic phase transition and have to be taken into account in the interpretation of the experimental data for the paramagnetic case.

The higher-energy features in the $\Delta\epsilon$ spectra derive from critical-point contributions. These are expected to be dominant in the thermoreflectance spectrum,\(^2\)^\(^7\)^\(^9\) together with Fermi-surface transitions. Four types of critical points are possible, each corresponding to a characteristic $\Delta\epsilon$ line shape.\(^2\)^\(^7\)^\(^3\)

In Fig. 10 we show a qualitative decomposition of the $\Delta\epsilon$ structures. A rigorous fitting of $\Delta R/R$ data in the (2-4)-eV photon-energy range is shown in Fig. 11. The analytical procedure\(^3\)^\(^2\),\(^3\)^\(^3\) for reproducing the $\Delta R/R$ spectrum has been used several times\(^3\)^\(^8\),\(^3\)^\(^3\) for supporting critical-point identifications and is standard by now. The agreement with experiment is remarkably good, even though the theory involves rather crude approximations,\(^4\) and confirms the identifications\(^4\)^\(^5\) of Fig. 10. The fitting parameters are shown in Table II.

The critical points $M_1$ (at 1.95 eV) and $M_2$ (at 2.65 eV) correspond to transitions at the $X$ point, namely $X_1 \rightarrow X_1$, which exist only in the antiferromagnetic phase because of the opening of gaps along $\Delta$. A careful look at the band-structure topology (Fig. 4) rules out different assignments. The experimentally determined $M_2$ critical point (at 2.37 eV) cannot occur at high-symmetry points in the BZ. On increasing the temperature above $T_N$ we expect the $M_1$ and $M_3$ contributions to disappear gradually since they probably convert to noncritical interband transitions along $\Delta$.

The $M_2$ contribution, instead, should remain relatively unaffected. Its most probable origin is along
FIG. 8. Panel (a): Allowed critical-point transitions at high-symmetry points for antiferromagnetic Cr from the band structure of Fig. 4 through selection-rule and joint-density-of-states arguments. Panel (b): Allowed critical-point transitions at high-symmetry points for paramagnetic Cr. Panels (c) and (d): Main interband transitions (Ref. 41) involving final or initial states at the Fermi level for antiferromagnetic [panel (c)] and paramagnetic Cr [panel (d)]. Only transitions that should be affected by magnetic ordering (along the Λ, G, and Θ symmetry lines) are shown. The arrows indicate Fermi-surface and critical-point transitions determined experimentally.

FIG. 9. Tentative decomposition of the low-energy region of the $Δε_2$ spectrum for antiferromagnetic Cr. Three Fermi-surface transitions on a rapidly decreasing free-electron background can account qualitatively for the observed line shapes.

$Σ$ near $M$ ($Σ_1 → Σ_2$ transitions).

The $M_3$ contribution at 3.72 eV corresponds to interband transitions at the $R$ and/or $M$ symmetry points and should be present also in the paramagnetic phase, occurring at $P$ and/or $N$. In fact, bandstructure calculations show that the transition along the $D$-symmetry lines are not affected by magnetic ordering. This absorption feature is characteristic of the transition metals of the V (Ref. 29) and Cr (Ref. 46) groups and it is clearly detected in all these metals.

The origin of the $M_0$ and $M_2$ critical points at 3.08 and 3.48 eV is less clear, but they occur away from high-symmetry points. Transitions along $T$, $Z$, and $Σ$ are likely candidates from energy-difference arguments. Along these directions we find pairs of bands almost unaffected by the magnetic phase transition. Therefore, they should also contribute to the optical spectra of paramagnetic Cr.

Comparison with paramagnetic Cr spectra can provide further support to our identifications. The theoretical trends described in the previous paragraphs will be used to lead the interpretation.

The thermoreflectance spectra of bulk Cr (Fig. 1) show important changes with magnetic ordering in the low-energy range ($hυ \leq 1.5$ eV). Most of the
other spectral features remain essentially unchanged. Figure 1 shows a gradual increase in magnetic ordering in the $\Delta R/R$ spectra. Although coherent spin-density waves disappear at $T_N$, paramagnons persist at temperatures considerably higher. Therefore, the $\Delta R/R$ spectrum at $325 \pm 3$ K (only $13 \pm 6$ K above $T_N$), may not be representative of the pure paramagnetic phase.

Weaver et al. performed thermoreflectance measurements on Cr films well above and below $T_N$ (340 and 80 K) and did not observe any change in the antiferromagnetic transition energies.

| TABLE III | Parameters used in the analytical fitting of the experimental $\Delta R/R$ spectrum of Cr films (see Fig. 13). Because the experimental curve is less structured than the antiferromagnetic $\Delta R/R$ curve the fitting parameters are less precise: The energy location of the critical point is reliable to within $\pm 0.07$ eV and the broadening parameters to within $\pm 5\%$. $W$ is a phenomenological weight parameter proportional to $J^{-1/2} |M|^2 |\Delta E_0|$, where $J$ is a topological factor, $\Delta E_0$ is the temperature-induced modulation of the energy gap, and $M$ is the transition matrix element. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Critical point | $M_2$ | $M_0$ | $M_2$ | $M_3$ |
| $E_0$ (eV) | 2.30 | 2.84 | 3.42 | 3.66 |
| Broadening $\Gamma$ (eV) | 0.35 | 0.41 | 0.25 | 0.27 |
| Weight $W$ (eV$^2$) | 9.90 | 8.70 | 1.30 | 3.40 |
correlated with magnetic ordering. The $\Delta R/R$ spectrum of Cr films at 80 K (Fig. 1) does not show any feature characteristic of antiferromagnetic bulk Cr. The results of Weaver et al. seem not to depend on the antiferromagnetic interaction and to be representative, instead, of the pure paramagnetic state.\(^{48}\)

The low-energy region of the $\Delta\varepsilon$ spectra for Cr films (Figs. 2 and 3) is reproduced in Fig. 12. The experimental line shape is not easily recognizable as due to Fermi-surface transitions, unlike the antiferromagnetic case. We obtain, however, remarkably good agreement with experiment (see sketch in Fig. 12) by adding to the antiferromagnetic spectrum the line shape of a new Fermi-surface transition at $\sim 1.0$ eV. This was suggested by the theoretical analysis mentioned above. Figure 12(a) supports the quantitative decomposition of the paramagnetic $\Delta\varepsilon_2$ spectrum shown in Fig. 12(b). All the Fermi-surface transitions identified so far are shown by arrows in Fig. 8 [panels (c) and (d)].

The Fermi-surface transitions at about 1.0 eV disappear when the antiferromagnetic interaction is switched on. Therefore, they are located along the symmetry directions affected by magnetic ordering.\(^{33}\) From Fig. 8 we see that $\Sigma_1 \rightarrow \Sigma_3$ ($E_F$) and $\Lambda_1$ ($E_F$) $\rightarrow \Lambda_3$ transitions are the most likely candidates.

A more comprehensive view of Fig. 8 [panels (a) and (c)] also reveals a theoretical critical-point transition ($X'\rightarrow X''$) at about 1.0 eV. This contribution should be present only in the antiferromagnetic phase and replaces somewhat the Fermi-surface transition which disappears when the antiferromagnetic interaction is switched on.

The other Fermi-surface transitions are almost unaffected by magnetic ordering, keeping in mind the change of symmetry. The transitions $G_4$ ($E_F$) $\rightarrow G_1$ which occur at 0.8 eV in paramagnetic Cr become $\Sigma_4$ ($E_F$) $\rightarrow \Sigma_1$ in the antiferromagnetic phase and shift to slightly higher energy.

Returning to the higher-energy spectral range, we previously identified several critical-point absorption features in the antiferromagnetic Cr spectrum [Fig. 8, panel (a)]. An $M_0$- and two $M_2$-type absorption features were identified as corresponding to symmetry lines of the BZ where they should not be affected by magnetic ordering. Of the other three critical-point absorption features, two ($M_1$ and $M_3$ types) occur at $X$ and should completely disappear in the
paramagnetic phase while the last $M_3$-type critical point at $R$ and/or $M$ should survive the magnetic phase transition [see Fig. 8, panel (b)]. Therefore, in the $(2.0-4.0)$-eV photon-energy range the $\Delta R/R$ spectrum of paramagnetic Cr should exhibit only contributions along symmetry lines ($M_2$, $M_0$, and $P$) plus one $M_3$-type contribution at the $N$ and/or $P$ high-symmetry point.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the experimental $\Delta R/R$ spectrum with the “analytical” $\Delta R/R$, as obtained through a fitting of the four different critical-point contributions. (The fitting parameters are shown in Table III.) The remarkably good agreement of theory and experiment is the most convincing argument in favor of our assignments. These results have also been tested through the systematic trend of optical properties of the metals of the Cr group.46

VI. CONCLUSION

Thermoreflectance has been shown to be a unique tool for investigating magnetic ordering in Cr. Our approach has been twofold: First, we analyzed the optical spectra in terms of the most recent band-structure calculations. Second, we probed the identifications through the magnetic phase transition. The analysis of the spectral changes, vis-à-vis the expected band-structure modifications, allowed us to make most identifications unambiguous.

In conclusion, most of the optical thermomodulation spectral features in the $(0.5-5.0)$-eV photon-energy range have a convincing interpretation. In the $(2.0-4.0)$-eV photon-energy range, the experimental spectra have been reproduced with an analytical model with strikingly good agreement between theory and experiment.
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